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Abstract 
The case of inundation rescuing in Quecreek Mine of U.S. is analyzed based on JTA (Job Task Analysis) method. The specialties 
of rescue tools such as instant drilling machine and crane are investigated. Rescuing equipment organization and arrangement are 
examined. The technical factors leading to successful rescue are also summed up. The rescue characteristic in Quecreek Mine is 
drawn at the end of this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
Inundation is one of the most hazardous accidents in coal mine. Considerable coal is crushed every year in China 
for power generation, cement manufacture, industrial combustion and other industrial purposes with the 
development of economy . But constant coal productivity is enhanced under the effective safety and health 
management. Drawing lessons from former experience on flooding rescuing would be of great benefit to promote 
inundation rescue management capability and  ensure miners to work safely. The problem under the authors’ 
discussion aims at the investigation of effective rules from eme rgency to inundation rescue arrangement based on 
the aftermath of Quecreek Mine and draw the character of equipment accommodating system.  This paper is divided 
into six major sections as  follows: The first section is introduction; the second section is the outline of Quecreek 
mine inundation rescuing process; the third section gives detailed analysis  of rescuing equipments, cooperation and 
process flows; the fourth section gives specific assessment of main rescuing equipments; the fifth section 
summarizes the rules of the inundation rescuing arrangement, followed by the sixth section of conclusion. 
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 2. Outline of Quecreek mine inundation rescuing 
On July 24, 2002, coal miners in the Quecreek Mine in Lincoln Township, Somerset County, Pennsylvania 
accidentally dug into the abandoned, poorly documented Saxman Coal / Harrison #2 Mine, flooding the room and 
pillar mine with an estimated 190.000 m3 of water. Of all crews, n ine were trapped, whereas other nine working 
miners escaped successfully due to the alarm telephone message passed by crews at the breakthrough site[1]. The 
mine superintendent called state and federal officials  in time. That accident set emergency workers in motion, 
including the state's deep-mining safety experts. Nine trapped crews escaped after 96 hours with the help of joint 
effort from company, State, Federal government representatives and many other volunteers. The rapid drilling rigs 
(“super drill”) and drainage equipments worked together as soon as possible to save the nine crews first. The 
company officials  took fast action of calling for assistance of experts and appropriate equipments, besides, the rapid 
response to them played a major role in the successful rescue. The safe recovery of all miners gave a wonderful 
rescue demonstration and a strong impression on everyone. 
 
3. Rescuing equipments cooperation and rescuing process flow 
3.1. Equipments accommodation and cooperation ensured the success of rescuing 
First of all, let us analyse the inundation rescue process with the aid of JTA (job task analysis ) method. Job task 
analysis is widely recognized as the foundation of successful training in mine safety in the U.S. [2] In general, job 
analysis is the process of determining which task and standard each employee needs to perform. When it is used in 
safety training, JTA is the process of determining which task each rescuing branch needs to perform in all mine work 
process of assuring safety. The JTA method consists of task lists , job breakdowns and job performance standards. In 
task lists, the step can be divided into some main branches and sub branches  further. The root job step is named as 
“spider title”. The step attributes can be classified as difficulty factor, importance factor and frequency factor, etc. 
They are illustrated in Fig.1. 
Fig. 1. The elements of JTA method 
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3.1.1. Rapid rescue basing on powerful drilling rig 
 
With the aid of JTA method, the Quecreek rescue process was investigated (see Fig.4 on page 6). Some tasks 
were excluded. For example, after the mine collapsed, the owner of mine drove to the mine and called state and 
federal officials. That set emergency workers in motion, including state's deep-mining safety experts, who hurried 
for a meeting with the directors of the state's Bureau of Deep Mine Safety, and mine engineers. They studied maps 
and then headed for Quecreek to start a rescue mission. 
Two important decisions were made, one was drilling holes to supply air to trapped miners, and the other was 
drilling holes to drain water as soon as possible. As to the drilling equipments, the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection called for emergency assistance from several drilling contractors after the inundation. It 
was fortunate to have a lot of equipments in the area used for the oil and gas industry which could drill holes as deep 
as 1,200 m. Their first step was to pinpoint the location of the trapped men. After narrowing down the location with 
common sense, they turned to science to make sure they would hit a central part of the mine shaft with an air pipe. 
Using global positioning satellites, they determined the drilling site. With the air pipe inserted in the mine, rescue 
workers were certain that nine miners were alive by the tapping on pipe and the answer back from underground in 
strong bangs on the pipe. This first hole would send fresh air of  88 degrees Fahrenheit to the men. It might also 
offset some effects of the cold water where the miners were sitting. They also began boring other holes to pump 
water out of the mine. They tried their best to contact with people running drilling business to supply drilling 
services. To stop the rising water, a mine ventilation expert advised to create an air pocket in flooded caves in the 
mine, which meant pumping compressed air through the hole to press against the water[1,3]. This plan had never been 
tested in the United States, but in fact it turned to be successful. In the meantime, the critical escape hole began to 
construct using a "super drill" to get an escape tunnel for the miners. The rapid drilling rig did  have a strong effect in 
both of the drilling speed and driving force. 
3.2. Precautionary order of rescuing drilling 
“Super drill” can create an escape tunnel rapidly to bring the men up by smashing through the 80m of hard earth, 
but the high speed also means much more complexity. Besides coping with disasters such as broken bit, the breaking 
time point is  also very important. As is seen in Fig.3[1] (adapted from reference[1]), in earlier rescue stage, the air 
pocket is maintained by the compressed air,pumped  and flooding water(Fig3-a). If the big dri ll bit punches through 
the roof too quickly, the air in the mine shaft will rush upward, potentially allowing water to fill the caves and 
overwhelm the trapped miners (Fig3-b). So the right spot to break through is when the water level recedes down and 
there is enough containing space to release the pressure (Fig3-c). 
4. Specifications assessment of main rescuing equipments 
4.1. The adventure of rapid drilling rig 
During 2003~2007, China had imported nearly 10 sets of vehicular drilling rigs such as Schramm series, and put 
them into practice of mine rescue and exploration [4]. In April, 2003 at the scene of fighting inundation in Dong Pang 
Mine, Jin Niu Corp., in November, 2003, at the scene of extinguishing fire in Bai JiGou Mine, Nin Mei Corp., and 
in April, 2004, at the scene of fighting inundation in Chao Hua Mine, Zheng Mei Corp., the drilling rigs played 
important roles compared with other kind of rigs[4-6]. But there are still some problems which need to be investigated 
such as the bit adaptability, cooperation of down-the-hole (DTH) hammer drilling, foaming DTH and rotary drilling 
and the problem of  coping with deeper situation[7-8], .etc. 
4.2.  Vehicular crane suited to rough-terrain road 
Link-Belt RTC-8040[3] crane made contributions to the rescue. To meet the rescuing needs, the crane should 
movequickly and manipulate calmly to ensure it can play a critical role in the rescue. 
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 4.3. Escape capsule 
The escape capsule was the top section of a rescue bucket, which was designed after the Silver Mine disaster in 
the 1970s by Westinghouse Corp. [3]. And it had never been used before Quecreek rescue. The dimension of escape 
capsule can be found in public. The outstanding specification is its shortcut in rescue cooperating with the rig and 
crane. 
4.4. Communication probes with long cable 
The information communication between trapped miners and rescuers is crucial during dealing with an 
emergency [3].The communication probe with enough long cable was proved effective other than the tapping pipe 
method. It provided more  quick and detailed information to both sides. 
4.5. High-pressure pumps and submersible pumps 
Pump is the key equipment in inundation rescue to struggle for the rising water. Pump s used for Quecreek Mine 
rescue [3] are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Pumps list used at  Quecreek Mine rescue 
Model  No. Specification Amount Capability 
 CD225M Suction 4045T 
99-hp 
73.7 kW 2  \  \  90.85 m3/h 
 HL250M High pressure  
3406C 
440-hp  328kW 5 20  914 m long pipe recede 0.3m/h   
14RJ Submersible 300-hp \ 2 \ \ 681.54 m3/h 
5. The rules of the inundation rescuing arrangement 
5.1. The importance of accident emergency plans 
When a miner encounters an accident, his first response is extremely important. In Quecreek inundation, as the 
rush of water blasted into the Mine, Dennis Hall raced to the phone and warned nine other men to get out, saving 
them from certain death even as his own life was in danger[1]. This action showed fine characters of miners after 
long term exercises on safety lessons and accident emergency plans. The administration and technical experts also 
had abundance of experience against hazards basing on emergency plans. Equipments play the dominant roles in 
rescue resources support. 
5.2. The industrial uniting for mine rescue enhancing the policy validity and success probability 
Response to rescue actively in all state is the necessary firm foundation of accommodation equipments. The 
president of drill services Inc. immediately shipped compressors , hammers and bits from field. He made several 
more high-speed round trips carrying useful parts. And some companies chartered planes to move equipments. 
Some flatbed trucks with a police escort were  running on the road to the mine. The crane driver became a volunteer 
fireman who was used to emergency situations. Pennsylvania National Guard helicopter picked equipments which 
need to be sited several times[1][3]. All these actions saved more time to rescue the miners mechanically, technically, 
intellectually and humanly. 
6. Conclusions 
From above analysis, the inundation rescue resource accommodation model[9] is concluded in Fig.2, and this is 
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motivated by accidents symptom. 
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Fig. 2. Inundation rescue resource accommodation model 
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Fig. 3. The right time to break through                                              Fig. 4. JTA graph for Quecreek inundation rescue     
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